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GEMBOREE 2021
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Unfortunately this year's Gemboree was postponed due to the Covid-19 regulations.
On the bright side of things, the Pietermaritzburg Gem and Mineral Club is already planning and
gearing up for next year's Gemboree. It will take place from Thursday April 2, 2021 to Monday April 5,
2021 at Clarens. Our support will mean the world to them!
As the Pietermaritzburg Club promised in their communiques, there are numerous highlights to look
forward to (especially after all this isolation). You are most welcome to join the Gemboree earlier and
stay on for longer as we know there will be a lot of catching up to do!
Let's keep our dreams alive and make sure not to miss the prime event on FOSAGAMS' yearly
calender.
For more information contact the Gemboree team at gemboree2020@gmail.com
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FOSAGAMS' TOUR TO NAMIBIA
Klein Pella: The road leading to the Orange River
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Due to the Covid-19 regulations the tour to the northern
parts of Northern Cape and the southern Namibia will
also be postponed to next year. All is not lost, so please
be on the lookout for the FOSAGAMS newsletters as
more details regarding this exciting tour will be
published.

APPOINTMENT OF PETRO OOSTHUIZEN AS SECRETARY FOR FOSAGAMS
Due to the fact that we couldn't hold an AGM this year, Petro Oosthuizen was co-opted as secretary for
FOSAGAMS.
Some details regarding her background:
Petro was born in Pretoria and grew up in Vanderbijlpark. She was
fascinated by all sorts of stones from an early age collecting agates and
other pretty stones when the opportunity arose. She started her career as a
teacher in languages and married a farm boy, Eugene, from the Karoo. He
had a lively interest in archaeology and palaeontology and obviously sparked
Petro's interest even more!
Eugene's interest came from his father who was an amateur palaeontologist.
They often went on fossil hunting trips, collected hand axes and excavated
bushmen caves in the Prince Albert district. All the artifacts were exhibited in
a museum that he built on his farm.
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Whenever Petro and Eugene visited, their daughters were taken on a
special guided tour by their grandparents.

They relocated to Centurion 30 years ago. Petro changed careers and entered the medical field where
she held different positions until retirement.
Eugene's late father had a small mineral collection which they inherited. This rekindled their interest in
geology and mineral collection. They joined the Pretoria Gem and Mineral Club a few months ago and
took up mineral cutting and polishing as a hobby in the new phase of her life.
Petro and Eugene attended the weekend outing to Groot Marico and only returned home late on
Sunday! They also registered for the 2020 Gemboree at Clarens and are looking forward to next year's
Gemboree.
We wish Petro all of the best in this portfolio.
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THE PASSING OF ELAINE STRYDOM (1934.07.21- 2020.03.15)
Elaine, Ray Biram on her left and Wolf Windisch and her husband on her
right. This photo was taken at the Bergheim Gemboree
Photo: www.fosagams.co.za / History of the Gemborees

It is with great sadness that we learned of Elaine's passing.
She was a former chairperson of the Witwatersrand Gem and Mineral Club, as well the editor of their
newsletter.
Elaine loved organizing various outings. One of her most successful outings that we all remember was the
outing to Upington
She and her husband, Charles, went on one of the FOSAGAMS tours to Namibia. She wrote a report on
their mineral adventures which can be read at *www.fosagams.co.za/History of the tours/ April 1996/ vol. 28
nr 3 (Sept 1996) page 5-8.
The report in the magazine can be read at www.fosagams.co.za/ Magazines. In this report one can detect
her devotion and genuine love for minerals and the collecting of minerals.
Elaine and Charles attended most of the Gemborees and emigrated to Australia in 2009.
Our sincere condolences to Charles and the family for their great loss.
*The FOSAGAMS website is under construction at this moment
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THE REGULATIONS IN CONNECTION WITH COVID-19
Kindly summarized by SAGM's editor Cherylynn O'Brien
If you comply to all the regulations the chances are big enough that you will be able to return to your clubs at
level 2.
1.

Workstations should be 1,5m from each other (two arm lengths)
Or
Each workstation should have its own screen

2. PPE must be worn at all times (masks etc.).
3. Sanitisers must be placed at every work bench. Soap and water must be available at all the washbasins.
4. The bathrooms: The clubs will not be allowed to use towels (material). Only paper towels can be used to dry
the members' hands. Sanitisers and hand soap must be available at all times.
5. Training (induction) must be done for every person entering the workshop. A register of this training must be
kept as proof of training.
6. A visitors' register must be kept. Every visitor must sign in and must answer standard questions relating to the
Covid-19 (Guidelines and regulations). Temperatures must be taken from every person entering the workshop
and this must be entered into a register.
7. A plan of work should consist of the following: An outlay of the workshop specifying the machinery and
workstations; management control etc.; a plan for the phasing in of visitors. This is specified by the Department
of Labour and the Department of Health.
8. The catering area: This is at the risk of the visitors.
9. The total amount of people allowed in the workshop will depend on the floor area and the spacing of the
machinery and workstations. It will be a good idea if the members rotate their visits to the club. This can be done
in consultation with the club's committee (a good example is the hairdressers).
10. According to the regulations a Covid-19 compliance officer must be appointed per roster / shift.
11. A risk assessment must be done for the workshop and must be communicated to every visitor when they are
inducted on the Covid-19. The club's workplan must also be communicated to the visitor.
12. If a workshop was closed for a long time, it is not necessary to deep sanitise it. It will be necessary to
sanitise it after a Saturday/ or any other day's working session. All the work benches, bathrooms etc. should
then be sanitised.
The following documents can be consulted:
1.
Section 27(2) Disaster Management Act 2002.docx 14 KB
2.
Regulation Amendments Disaster Man Act.pdf 2 MB
3.
Final OHS Covis 19 Directive 28 April 2020.pdf 463 KB
4.
Regulations Disaster Management Act.pdf 329 KB
5.
Dept Labour- Regulations 19 (C19 OHS).pdf 322 KB
If there are any question relating to the above, you can contact Cherylynn O'Brien at editor@fosagams.co.za
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EXTRACT FROM THE WITWATERSRAND GEM AND MINERAL CLUB'S NEWSLETTER, JULY 2020
“I would like to very strongly recommend and suggest, as we don't have club meetings and monthly
speakers, you should consider signing up with “Mineral Talks Live” –
see https://mailchi.mp/1730e08a7e55/minerals-talks-live-1964993?e=98d1ffe3da
Click of the top left tab that says subscribe. It is free.
What is it about? Every Wednesday evening 7 pm RSA time, Brian Swoboda hosts a free Zoom presentation
by various mineral and gem experts / collectors / curators who present a live onehour talk on their field of
interest. This is live, so the speaker takes you around their collection and shows you things as if you are on a
personal visit and you can even ask questions.
For example, three weeks ago Dr Peter McGaw, Mexico mineral expert, showed his collection, last week
they interviewed the St Marie show organiser and there was a discussion about mineral shows and last night
Raquel Alonso-Perez showed the Harvard mineral, gold and gem collection. These are really worth signing
up for. And you donot need to have Zoom installed on your computer. You can watch online using your
browser, or even on your mobile phone.”

Published with the kind permission of their editor, Bruce Cairncross.
Bruce mentioned that he is not sure how long the talks are going to run for, but it seems for a while at least.

PAUL GIAN SENT THE FOLLOWING VERY USEFUL WEBSITES TO BE ENJOYED:
The first one is a compiled list of free gemology courses & resources which he had created a couple of years
ago:https://beyond4cs.com/free-gemology-courses-and-resources/
The second and more recent resource which features an animated infographics on how diamonds are
formed and created:https://beyond4cs.com/how-are-diamonds-made-and-formed/

Let us grow and shape and blossom into a stronger person and a wiser person in these trying times!
God bless
Linda Stone
President FOSAGAMS
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